Rediscover the wonder of sound

Phonak ActiveVent™ Receiver
There’s nothing like the sound of Paradise

Rediscover the wonder of sound
in even more listening situations
Phonak Audéo Paradise hearing aids are capable of keeping
up with the demands of today’s ever changing world. They
provide you with a possibility to improve your hearing
which can have a direct impact on the way you feel and
ultimately, the quality of your life.
Designed with your well-being in mind, Paradise gives you
the confidence of knowing that you’ve got a hearing aid
that will help you communicate with friends, family and
colleagues. Whether you’re chatting on the phone or having
a conversation from a safe distance, Paradise delivers an
unrivaled hearing experience1 in even more listening
situations.
Rediscover the wonder of sound while staying connected
socially and thriving mentally and emotionally. After all,
well-hearing is well-being, because when you hear
well, you’re equipped to embrace and live the life
you really want.
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Introducing ActiveVent Receiver
The world’s first intelligent
hearing aid receiver
Being able to hear well adds to our sense of connection and
engagement which ultimately contributes to our overall wellbeing. Paradise draws inspiration from nature with the intention
of creating a hearing aid that allows you to enjoy the wonders
as they should be heard.
In order to facilitate this natural hearing experience, Paradise
features the revolutionary new ActiveVent™ Receiver - a hearing
aid speaker that combines comfort and hearing performance like
never before. ActiveVent attaches to your rechargeable Audéo
Paradise hearing aids. It blocks out noise in loud environments
to optimize hearing in these challenging situations while
providing you with a comfortable and natural listening
experience in quiet.2
Superior sound quality for streaming media allows you to listen
to your favorite music or watch your favorite TV show.3
It is designed for challenging listening environments or for
moments of focus and is intelligently controlled by AutoSense
OS™ 4.0 - automatically adjusting your hearing aids to suit the
environment.
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Winkler, A., Latzel, M., & Holube, I. (2016). Open Versus Closed Hearing-Aid Fittings: A Literature
Review of Both Fitting Approaches. Trends in hearing, 20, 1-13.
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3 Compared to a conventional acoustic coupling in quiet

Performance and comfort together
like never before
Intelligently balanced speech clarity in noise
and listening comfort2
ActiveVent Receivers are ideal if you lead an active lifestyle
and spend a considerable amount of time in areas such as
restaurants, social gatherings, or public places with a lot of
external noise. These places can make it even more challenging
for you to hear.
With ActiveVent Receivers, as the noise level rises,
AutoSense OS 4.0 automatically closes the vent allowing
you to benefit from the improved performance of a closed fit.
When the noise level drops, the vent opens so you can enjoy
the comfort of an open fit. (Available in Premium performance
level).
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With ActiveVent, you can now also enjoy superior sound quality
for streaming media thanks to the closed vent. The truly special
element of these receivers is that if you
ial-Emotiona
l
wish to switch from streaming to talk
Soc
in a conversation, a simple double
tap pauses the streaming content
and ActiveVent Receiver opens to
enable an effortless transition.
(Available in all performance
levels).
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Superior sound quality for streaming media3,4

Benefits
• ActiveVent Receiver provides on average 10% better speech
understanding in noise while providing natural sound in
various listening situations5
• ActiveVent Receiver helps you to stay connected in both noise
and quiet ensuring you can socialize with family and friends
and maintain great connections.
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Compared to a conventional acoustic coupling in quiet
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Latzel, M & Hobi, S (2021) Receiver with mechanical vent provides benefit of open and closed acoustics for better
speech understanding in noise and naturalness of own voice perception. Phonak Field Study News in preparation.
Expected end 2021.

life is on
At Phonak, we believe that well-hearing equates to well-being and is
essential to living life to the fullest. For more than 70 years, we have
remained passionate about creating a world where ‘life is on’ for
everyone. Our innovative hearing solutions are designed for people
of all ages and all degrees of hearing loss, to connect socially, thrive
mentally and emotionally.
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